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In This Guide

Welcome
To Your Classroom
        For many of us, when we first decided that we were going
to be teachers, we started thinking about our classrooms.  Maybe
you've been doing this since you were in elementary school,
playing pretend, or maybe you're a career-changer who came to
this calling later.  Either way, daydreaming about our classrooms
is something teachers do.  Whether we are focusing on the
physical space or the feelings we embody in our students when
they are in it, your classroom is an important first step to creating
your culture of learning.  
        This eBook, brought to you by the New Teachers Retreat,
aims to guide you in some of the decisions you may be faced
with when starting fresh with a new classroom.  At the Retreat,
we recognize that everyone's teaching context is different.  Some
schools give teachers complete control over their rooms.  Others
have strict guidelines or rules of their own.  We encourage you to
take this guide and its advice within the context of your age
group, school culture, and - let's be real - your budget.  
        In the end, the most important thing to remember about
your classroom is that it will be the backdrop to learning for you
and your students.  So as you gear up for the school year, take
some time to plan out what that looks like for you.  

Let's get started!

Alexandra Stewart 
Founder, New Teachers Retreat
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Questions to Ask
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There is a lot you need to know before you even start.  Many of your
questions center around what to expect.  Below is a list of questions you

should ask in order to get you on your way.  Don't be shy!  You need this
information to do your job well.  Since every school environment is different,
don't feel like you should know these answers already.  These questions are
meant to be a guide, but make sure to ask anything else you need to know.
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For Your Admin:
This may be your principal, vice principal, or department chair.  These
questions may also be directed to the receptionists in some cases.

How much time will I have during the teacher work days to be in my
room versus in professional development (PD)?  
Can I come in separate from teacher work days to set up my room?  If so,
when?  
How many students should I plan to have in my room throughout the
day? 
When will the Roster be finalized and available to teachers?
Will I have my own room?  Will another teacher ever need to use or
share the space?  What does that typically look like here?
Anything I should know about the schedule?  What do we refer to our
classes as (cores, blocks, periods, homerooms, etc.)? 
What expectations are there about hallway transitions or how to use other
shared space?
What meetings and schedule requirements should I know about for my
planning time and after school?
Does someone need to approve my syllabus?  What is the process ? 
Is there a shared supply closet?  How does access to that work?  What
supplies do I have access to?
Where is the copier?  Are there codes to use it?  Limits on use?

For Your Team:
This may be your grade-level, content, or
cluster team, depending on the school.  Who
will you work most closely with and have to
norm with around certain expectations.

What meetings do we have and when
will those happen?
Are there standard grading expectations? 
Are there shared rules or consequences for
classroom management across our team? 
 Specifically, ask about student behavior in
shared spaces.
Do we have a team room?  What are the
expectations around that space? 
Who is the go-to person for ... 

supplies? 
discipline backup? 
sub requests? 
collaboration? 
tech concerns or needs?
janitorial needs?

Is there a set way we start the year?  Joint
orientation? Assemblies?  Other special
days I should know about?

For a Friendly Face:
This may include any of the other groups, an assigned mentor, or may just be
someone who pops in to say "Hi!" and welcome you.

Where's the bathroom? 
What do most people do for lunch?  Is it shared in a staff room?  Do
people mostly eat on their own? 
Can you get lunch in the cafeteria?  Or is this looked down on?  
What about leaving the building during the day?  Can you?  How do you
navigate this if you need to? 



5 Considerations
Before You Start
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 1. What grade and subject do you teach? 
Setting up up a high school biology classroom is a vastly different endeavor than a K2 classroom.  You
will have a number of different factors to consider depending on your age group and subject area. 
 Similarly, it's important to know how many kids you will be teaching in your room.  Plan for the largest
number.  Remember that little bodies have different space concerns compared to their older
counterparts.  Teenagers may want some more options for seating arrangements and just need more
space than the littlest kids.  However, those little guys who are with you all day may need more in
terms of centers and different spaces to explore and grow.  If you teaching reading at any age level,
consider how you'll approach having a classroom library.  Even if your school has an amazing library,
research encourages us literacy teachers to have our own collection of books in our room.  So consider
where that might be.  

 

 2. How much time do you have? 
The weeks before school will go by in a flurry.  Some schools require a certain number of PD days
ahead of the students arriving.  Be sure to connect with your admin to find out whether you can come
in ahead of those days to set up your room and what other time might be available to you.  You will
be amazed at how much there is to do and how quickly the time flies before the school year starts.

 3. How much do you want to spend?
Honestly, we all have budgets.  In your first years of teaching you have to balance both the fact that
you need supplies and systems for your classroom and that it's unlikely you have much extra cash
around to buy everything for your dream classroom.  That's perfectly okay!  We promise.  If you put
time and energy to making what you have organized and welcoming, it doesn't matter if you have a 
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ton of flexible seating options or a classroom library that Belle from Beauty and the Beast would envy.
What matters most is that your kids feel welcome.  Most likely your school has some general supplies
to help you out and often they know that there's a new teacher coming and do their best to help you
out.  Don't be afraid to ask and don't let Pinterest or Instagram scare you into spending more money
than you are comfortable with.

 4. Are you inheriting a room?  
Unless you are moving into a completely new building (then, lucky you!), you will likely be moving into
someone else's old space.  They will have left things, often trying to be helpful, that may not work for
what you need.  Before you do anything with that stuff, evaluate whether it will work for you and your
context. You could employ the good ol' KonMari method, but ultimately you probably don't have a ton of
time on your hands.  Much easier to employ a 3 category mindset and group items into piles of Keep,
Unsure, and Eliminate.  If you have any hesitations and the space for it, keep the item in question around
for a few months to decide if it's useful for you. Especially in your first years of teaching, you don't have a
ton of money to spend on things, so all the better if you can reuse Mrs. Whatshername's favorite
grammar workbooks for your own purpose. 
 

 5. What other resources do you have to fill your room? 
First, and importantly, don't fill your room just to do so. Once you have 20-30 bodies in it with you, there
will be a lot less space than you thought.  But if there are important gaps that you are finding, consider
where you can find these things for free.  Some districts have a list or a swap of stuff that older teachers no
longer want or left behind when they retired.  Some schools, as mentioned previously, are very generous in
getting you what you need.  Unfortunately, not every school or district is well funded enough to help you
out with supplies.  In that case think about cheaper or even free ways to stock your classroom, like the dollar
store or asking for donations.  You can start DonorsChoose project or an Amazon Wishlist to ask for
donations from others.  Donors Choose often has flash funding around the start of school, so it's always a
good idea to have a project up if you need the help.  You can even put up a simple social media post letting
people know you need some bookshelves or whatever else for your classroom.  While it's a shame so many
teachers need to provide their own supplies, many people are eager to help if they know how.  
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Tips & Tricks
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Take inspiration from
Pinterest and Instagram, but
don't kill yourself in pursuit
of an Instagram-worthy

classroom. 
Classrooms are places where

living breathing children
come to learn and work

each day.  It's likely to get
messy and be imperfect. 
 This is okay! In fact, some
studies show that an overly
decoraated classroom can

overstimulate kids and mkae
it hard for them to focus. 

 Find the balance.

Leave space for student work
after your kids arrive.  

Your kids will add to their space
over time and this gives them
some shared ownership of the

room.

Create zones in your room.
If you teach early

elementary, you will likely
have a number of zones in
mind already for different

learning activities, but even in
the upper grades, think

about different zones.  It's
nice, if possible in your space,
to allow room for students to
work individually if they like
or for you to gather a group

together.  

Clear out as much of the old
stuff as you know you won't

use.  Err on the side of
tidiness and organization. 

 Having too much stuff can
create chaos, which you really

don't want as your 
classroom vibe.

Don't feel like you have to put
everything up at once.  

You don't have to have every
bulletin board full on Day 1.  In

fact, it's better not to.  Give
yourself room to grow and

change your mind. 

Make space for you. 
The days of the teacher's desk
at the front of the room are

mostly over, but think about the
space you need to do you

planning and grading.  Some
teachers opt for a cart and use

a group table for this, but
others prefer the traditional
teachers desk.  Make sure to
keep supplies for your well

being here too - snacks, utensils,
personal care items, etc.

Organization is Queen.
A great way to make kids feel
comfortable is if it is organized. 
 Have a place for everything

and label it.  This keeps you and
your kids in line and empowers
them to put things away in the
right spot.  You can use words
or photos to label items which is
great for little and big kids alike
as the photo should also model

the correct way to put
something back.



Supplies
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A Planner
Pencils (the cheapest 144 pack you can find)
Dry Erase Markers
Dry Erase Board Erasers
Colorful Pens for Grading
Magnets
Chart Paper
Folders
Paper Organizers

Inbox Baskets
Depends on your age group and needs, but
stackable Letter Trays and/or Hanging File Folder
Boxes are great for this

Accordion File Organizers to bring grading home
Paper Clips
Binder Clips
Highlighters
Post-it Notes
Stapler
3-Hole Punch
Scissors
Tape
Dongle to attach your computer to the projector
Speakers for when you show videos or play music in
class
Class Sets of Markers and/or Color Pencils
Mr. Sketch Markers
Pencil Sharpener
Hand Sanitizer
Tissues
Sharpies
Stickers (all age groups love stickers!)

Must Haves

While everyone has preferences and different needs and circumstances, here's a list to get started on. 
Broken down into 3 categories to help the minimalists among us, but also to give you realistic

expectations on what to budget for.  Remember to ask what materials the school will supply you with
first as well as reaching out to others to help stock your room.  Again, this is not the time to be shy. 

Dollar stores and Target's Bullseye Playground are also great for cheaper teacher supplies.

Washi / Painters Tape for White Boards
Erasers (big and/or cap erasers)
Astrobright or Colorful Printer Paper
Postcards to send nice notes home
Dry Erase Pockets
Slides Clicker
Class set of Scissors
Glue / Glue Sticks
Classroom Library Books

Don't forget to check out DonorsChoose or create an Amazon
Wish List to stock your library.  Again, ask your school if they
have a budget to help you with this too.

Laminator & Laminating Sheets
Storage & Supply Organizing Boxes
Posters (can find great, free printables online too)
Things that make you feel comfortable.  For example,
plants, curtains, lamps, banners, etc.

Nice To Have

Individual White Boards for Students
Can sub in clear sheet protectors over white paper in a pinch.

Label-maker
Paper Cutter
Fidgets (pipe-cleaners, fidget cubes, tangle toys, etc.)
Flexible Seating:

Wobble Cushions
Stools
Pillows
Bed Risers (to make regular desks Standing Desks)

Doc Cam
Tablets or eReaders

Splurges



To-Do Lists
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General Layout:
This is where you put your muscles to work and move things how you like it.  Consider your
classroom management and routines when you think of how to set up your room.

Set up the room so that there are the right number of desks/tables with chairs for each student
Contact the custodial staff or receptionist to request additional chairs, desks, or furniture if needed.
Get rid of extra, unnecessary items by placing them in the hallway (unless there is another system)
For elementary - Set up a carpet area for Morning Meeting.  Also, create other centers as needed.
For reading and ELA teachers -  Create a classroom library space.  It may be small to start, but
designate an area for books that could grow over time.
Create group work and individual work areas if possible. 
Set up Whiteboard and use painters or Washi tape to create areas for the date, objectives,
agendas, schedules, announcements, homework, etc.
Set Up Bulletin Boards for important announcements, Word Walls, and student work  
Designate a Student Area where students can get tissues, hand sanitizer, and the pencil sharpener
on their own.  Consider putting an intake box for homework as well as a place for students to find
work they missed while absent.
Organize a space for supplies (markers, scissors, pens, pencils, paper, art supplies, etc.)

The following pages are a collection of potential To-Do List items.  Do not feel like you
need to do all of these things.  Some are priorities for the first day of school, but many

of these tasks can be accomplished during the first weeks.  They are broken into
different categories in an attempt to make it easier to find what you need.   

Teacher Area:
This could be a teacher desk, a cart, or near a group work table.  There are a lot more options for what
this looks like in today's classrooms, but make sure you have space to plan and grade.

Have a space to collect incoming paperwork
Set up your planner and a place where it lives when it's not with you.
Create an organization system for grading and returning work (possibly have folders for each class
or subject)
Keep important supplies nearby (pens, paperclips, stapler, markers, pencils, stickers, etc.)
Decide where you'll put your bag and jacket
Also, keep a supply teacher of comforts:

snacks, utensils, and meal essentials (Sriracha, anyone?) 
personal care items
extra sweater or layer, comfy shoes



To-Do Lists
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First Day Priorities:
What you absolutely need on the first day of school.

Student Roster Printed
Seating Assignments 
Someway to communicate these seating assignments to students (desk labels, table tents,
projection with information, etc.) 
Lesson Plan for Day 1 planned and ready to go
Copies of any papers for Day 1 printed
Activity for students as they come in (a student survey is a good idea)
Syllabus (if required, can be introduced later in that first week if you choose)
Expectations, procedures, and routines planned and ready to teach students
Sign with your name & room number visible on your door
Pick up First Day Paperwork for your class or homeroom.  
Have a system for collecting First Day Paperwork and getting it back to the office when it is
returned. 
Set up phone alarms if your school does not operate on a bell schedule.  

It's recommended to set the alarms for 10 minutes before the class ends to give you time to
wrap up.

Tech:
If you have access to technology, it's important to think through how you want to use it in your
classroom and get it set up.

Test technology in your room - work computer, printer, projector, doc camera, speakers, etc.
Set up Google Classroom, Edmodo, Canvass, or other student work management system that
your district uses. 
Set Up Voicemail on classroom phone
Create a class website.  Post:

Syllabus
Calendar
Homework policy and expectations
About Me section (they're curious and want to know all about you, trust us)
Other resources or information you want students to have easy access to (in other words, quick
answers to cut down on potential emails)
Blog (can be a good replacement for a class newsletter and way to communicate with parents)



Procedures &
Routines
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While you are setting up your classroom it is important to think about the systems that you will use in
your classroom to create order.  The space and how it is set up is an important part of this.  Here is a

list of some of the Procedures and Routines that you might want to use.  Choose the ones that are most
important to you and will help your students know what to do and what's expected of them.  

Do not feel the need to use all of the ideas on this list.  This is meant for you to pick and choose what
you need for your classroom.  Also don't feel like you need to teach all of these the first day.  Some of

them you will need to (bathroom or fire drills, for example), while others can wait until they are needed.

Use this space on the following page to draft the steps for each routine.  There should be no more than
5 steps per procedure.  Also consider how you will teach your students these expectations.

Entering the Classroom
Exiting the Classroom
Getting Students’ Attention
Walking in the Hallway
Transitions
Do Now’s 
Homework Collection
Going to the Bathroom
Fire Drills
Phone Calls and Visitors
Speaking in Class
Voice Levels
Hand Signals
Borrowing Library Books
Finishing Work Early
Passing Out Papers

Class Materials & Supplies
Raising Hands
Borrowing a Library Book
Group Work
Class Jobs
Finishing Work Early
Morning Meeting
Specials
Snack Time
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Procedures & Routines



Resources
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The following are some additional great resources if you want to continue your own learning about
setting up your classroom and starting the new school year on the right foot.  You have a rewarding

journey ahead of you regardless what age group, subject area, or part of the country you teach. 
 Your kids are lucky to have you and we promise you, the hard work is worth it.  

Good Luck!

The First Days of School: How to Be an Effective Teacher 
by Harry K. Wong and Rosemary T. Wong
Great book on how to set up systems in your classroom.  While it focuses on the first few days of school, it is
really about your whole approach to the classroom and organization within it in order to avoid most
classroom management issues.  The Wongs focus on creating safe, nurturing spaces for kids to know what is
expected of them so they can focus on learning.  A book worth re-reading each summer even after teaching
for a while.

Picture This! Visual Rubrics to Teach Procedures, Save Your Voice, and Love Your
Students by Rick Smith, Grace Dearborn, & Mary Lambert
The range of Visual Rubrics detailed by Smith, et. al, in this book offer a way for all students to understand
classroom expectations and procedures. Using photos of your own students heightens excitement and
engagement and makes following the rules fun.  This book is filled with practical, simple, yet game-changing
ideas about management.
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The New Teachers Retreat is an organization dedicated to the development and retention of
young talent in the teaching profession in community with other teachers.  The organization
runs an annual retreat each summer as an opportunity for teachers in their first 5 years to

gain perspective, knowledge, and skills in order to improve their practice with a positive
impact for their students in the coming school year.

Our Core Beliefs & Values
 1. We believe in the value of
collaboration and diversity of thought.

 2. We believe that teachings is difficult in
any context, and that it is not productive
to discuss whose job or which setting is
the hardest.

 3. We believe that we are all lifelong
learners and that there are no “experts”
when it comes to teaching – just some
people with more and different
experience than others.

 4. We believe that there is always more than one way to approach a problem, and that what may be right in
one setting or for one teacher may not necessarily be the same for all others.

 5. We believe that new teachers should be valued and supported, especially during their first years, and that
other teachers who have been in their shoes are in the best position to understand and support them through
this challenging time.

 6. We believe that teaching is important, gratifying, challenging, essential work and that by creating a network
of support, encouragement, and development for teachers we will empower more of us to stay in the
profession long-term.


